crimes against humanity
(you)
are being executed
right here —
right now —
in your state and town
a crime against humanity is defined as:
sin, evil, immoral act, wrong, atrocity,
abomination, disgrace, outrage.
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The booklet you have before you is a communication written to fully explain the
subject of Agenda 21, also called Sustainable Development, Smart growth, Green
Cities, and numerous other titles. The pages here compile a History of the processes
that have been working behind the scenes, for many years, to allow this to occur in
our state and country today. Please take the time to digest this information that will
surprise, anger, and with time assist you in gaining understanding of the way forward.
To not be swallowed up by forces aligned against us, we must succeed. We must move
forward into the future with technological, thoughtful stewardship, age old and
valid. Not flawed sciences designed to strike fear and regressive environmentalism,
famine and what accompanies. The logical conclusion of Agenda21, is famine, violence,
eugenics and a world of repression unequaled in history.

Random statements by Dictators, Historians, Augury Promise
“Give us the child for 8 years and it will be a Bolshevik forever”
— Vladimir Lenin, Soviet Dictator & Architect of the Bolshevik Revolution
“Education is a weapon whose effects depend on who holds it in his hands and
at whom it is aimed.” — Joseph Stalin, Soviet Dictator
“When an opponent declares, ‘I will not come over to your side,’ I calmly say, ‘Your
child belongs to us already...In a short time they will know nothing else but this new
community.’” — Adolf Hitler, Speech November 1933
“...education should aim at destroying free will…” — Adolf Hitler
Other Venona related documents An April 14, 1941 Memorandum from the U.S. Military
Attaché (G-2) in Moscow, found in the Harry Hopkins Papers at the FDR Library,
entitled NKVD of the USSR, [12] it states in part:
“Although the Soviets disclaim forced labor in this country, the organization of
this commissariat is interesting to note. In it are the means to apprehend (militia),
try and sentence (advisory council) and imprison offenders (corrective labor). Any
governmental organization that has a crying need for labor simply calls upon the
NKVD to supply it. If the amount of labor is insufficient to supply the need, it is
relatively an easy matter to institute a reign of terror on any pretext and fill up
labor colonies to meet requirements....Its close supervision over the people, its
pogroms, its raids and arrests, has instilled fear...The NKVD has every individual
under observation from birth to death...its secret agents are everywhere; its actions
are swift. An individual simply disappears in the middle of the night and no one ever
sees or hears of him again. ...When Stalin needs scapegoats to cover government
mistakes he unleashes his NKVD...The Soviet Union is in itself a prison and the NKVD
and State Security are its keepers. [4]

4. Roosevelt and Hopkins : An Intimate History, Robert E. Sherwood, New York Harper and Brothers, 1948, pg. 129 pdf
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Introduction
Exposing “Agenda 21”
We should all want to be wise and careful stewards of the beautiful
planet we call home. But most of us realize that humans in general,
are not always the best stewards. We can be wasteful of our natural
resources and have on occasion reduced biodiversity. Therefore,
when we read about groups and organizations calling for a “Green
Revolution”, and a new relationship between humanity and nature it is
easy to engage some agreement with their ideas. However, the motive of
“Sustainable Development” that is permeating our society is not about
protecting the environment. Influential leaders and willing dupes are
using good citizens concerns about future stewarding of resources
to legislate “Government Control” of all lands, water, and human
production. Please carefully consider the implications outlined in this
material, the instigators so freely express in the following pages.
The Green-Agenda.com

CLUB OF ROME AS WEDGE AGAINST CITIZENS
& CLUB OF BUDAPEST THE EVIL TWIN
the CoB is an organization formed by the Club of Rome ( CoR ) to
promote the cultural and spiritual aspects of its agenda. Likewise the
CoR formed the Club of Madrid to promote its political agenda.
The Club of Budapest convenes itself under the rather ostentatious
title ‘The World Wisdom Council.’ Members include the Dalai Lama,
Desmond Tutu, Mikhail Gorbachev, Arthur C. Clarke, Mary Robinson,
Jane Goodall, Karan Singh etc. The CoB has established the World Shift
Network which has the stated aim of helping to transform the planet
earth: Areas of Transformation:
ECONOMY — HEALTH — SOCIETY — ENVIRONMENT — and last but not
least — CULTURE. No stone left unturned, that is for sure.
“A reasonable estimate for an industrialized world society at the
present North American material standard of living would be 1 billion.
At the more frugal European standard of living, 2 to 3 billion would be
possible.” - United Nations, Global Biodiversity Assessment
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Emerging Awareness
of “Sustainable
Development”
“Agenda 21” or “Sustainable Development” is creating alarm
across the nation as citizens in community after community are
learning what their city planners are actually up to. As awareness
grows, many complain that elected officials just won’t read
detailed reports or watch long videos. “Can you give us something
that is quick, and easy to read that we can hand out,” I’m asked. So
here is a quick description of “Agenda 21”, driven down through”
ICLEI” that fits on a few pages. This slide show provides accurate
information exposing “Sustainable Development” and what the elite
who created the issue actually intend for you and your children.
This “process,” is being implemented over several years in small
steps, while you are living your life unaware of the coming agenda.
A word of caution, this is a starter slide show, do not allow it
to be your only knowledge of this subject. To kill Agenda 21 you
have to know the facts. Research, know your details; discover the
key players in your community; everyone will be victimized by the
policies. Recruit them to your fight; and then kill Agenda 21. That’s
how it must be done. The information below is only your first step.
Success is being hailed around the country. Happy hunting. Follow
the information in the next few pages to become a protector of the
United States. Emerging Awareness of “Sustainable Development”
By the numbers
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Time Lines
1.

1840 - The socialist path. Saint - Simon a true Socialist, is the founder of
Sociology as a tool for guilt association as well as socializing of society
for political purposes.

2.

1892 - Departments in Univ. of Chicago, Columbia Univ. , Univ. of Wisconsin
with E.A. Ross who has career full of Socio-communist relations. Ross’s
book “Social Control” (1901) is is the textbook teaching how a few can
gain control over Society. Albin W. Small, first Chair, taught Sociology as
History, Economics, and Political Science.

3.

1908 - Philanthropic Foundations entered, along with the Federal Reserve,
creating false economics and third party funding of subversive activities,
via social cover. Alger Hiss was President of Carnegie Foundation.
Rockefeller Foundation funded Sociology Chair Albin W. Small at Univ.
of Chicago. The idea is: There is crime in the Slums, therefore slums cause
crime-eliminate Slums, eliminate crime. Guilt Association.

4.

1913 - Roscoe Pound, Saint-Simon. Socialized Law substitutes appointed
Administrators for judical Law. This to adjust social interests over
the individual rights. Supreme Court Justice Frankfurter spoke about “
throughgoing overturning” of society. It must be done from the outside
and translated by those in office.

5.

1913 - Or, as the old Red dictum goes, “Communism must be built with nonCommunist hands.” To engage the non-Communist dupes in these endeavors,
though, requires rhetorical camouflage and deception. A prime example
of this rhetorical treachery can be found in the judicial revolution
launched in 1913 with the Conference on Legal and Social Philosophy
organized by Fabian Socialists Harold Laski, John Dewey, Morris Cohen,
and Roscoe Pound. Cohen’s son, Felix, later boasted that it is from this
conference that “much of the social and philosophical consciousness of
modern American jurisprudence derives.” Felix Cohen openly proclaimed;
It is impossible to attempt overthrow of Capitalism as an economic system
without at the same time attacking the substance of capitalist law.

6.

1916 - Socialist Leader John Dewey’s Textbook still used today, He said
dependency is a power, individuality an illness. There-upon the sane are
insane, the dependent is sane, as he needs the community. The collective
is the norm. In 1934 ( L.I.D. ) League for Industrial Democracy had student
groups in 150 colleges.
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Mutual Association
and patterns
Woodrow Wilson (1856-1924), President of the United States in
1913-1921, was a reforming, progressive president of Princeton
Univ. from 1902-1910.
Woodrow Wilson, As president of
Princeton, declared that “Our aim
is to turn out young men as unlike
their fathers as possible.” Wilson
repeated this view at an Address at
the Young Men’s Christian Association
Celebration in Pittsburgh on October
24, 1914. In his YMCA address,
Wilson remarked that “young men are
embarrassed by having inherited their
fathers’ opinions.”
every man who is old enough to have
a son in college is old enough to
Woodrow Wilson
have become very seriously immersed
in some particular business and is
almost certain to have caught the
point of view of that particular business. And it is very useful to
his son to be taken out of that narrow circle, conducted to some
high place where he may see the general map of the world and of
the interests of mankind, and there shown how big the world is and
how much of it his father may happen to have forgotten.
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Mutual Association
and patterns
Gro Harlem Brundtland (Norwegian
pronunciation: [gru: ha:lem bruntlan:]
( listen ) (born Gro Harlem, 20 April
1939) is a Norwegian Social democratic
politician, diplomat, physician, plus an
international leader in sustainable
development and public health. She
served three terms as Prime Minister of
Norway (1981, 1986–89, 1990–96), and
has served as the Director General of
Gro Harlem Brundtland
the World Health Organization. She now
Vice
President
World Socialist Party
serves as a Special Envoy on Climate
Change for the United Nations SecretaryGeneral Ban Kimoon. In 2008 she became the recipient of the Thomas Jefferson
Foundation Medal in Architecture. Brundtland is also a member of the Club
de Madrid, an independent organization of former leaders of democratic
states, which work to strengthen democratic governance and leadership. She
Authored “our common future” report as a “political concept” through (wced).
Oregon’s Connection
Salem, Oregon Mayor Mike Swaim is an example of a public official forcing
“Agenda 21” . He created “Salem’s Future” right under citizen’s noses,
undetected until too late.
In 1983, Brundtland was invited by then United Nations Secretary-General
Javier Pérez de Cuéllar to establish and chair the World Commission
on Environment and Development (WCED). widely referred to as the
Brundtland Commission. She developed the broad “political concept” of
sustainable development in the course of extensive public hearings that
were distinguished by their (implied) inclusiveness and published its report
“Our Common Future” in April 1987. The Brundtland Commission provided
the momentum for the 1992 Earth Summit/ UNCED, that was headed by Maurice
Strong, who had been a prominent member of the Brundtland Commission. The
Brundtland Commission also provided momentum for Agenda 21.
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Mutual Association
and patterns
Maurice F. Strong,PC, CC, OM, FRSC (born April 29, 1929 in Oak Lake,
Manitoba) is a Canadian entrepreneur and a former under-secretary
general of the United Nations. Strong’s first name is pronounced
“Mor’ris” with the accent on the first syllable.
Strong had his start as an entrepreneur in the Alberta oil patch and
was president of Power Corporation of Canada until 1966. In the early
1970s he was Secretary General of the United Nations Conference on
the Human Environment and then became the first Executive Director of
the United Nations Environment Programme. He returned to Canada to
become Chief Executive Officer of Petro-Canada from 1976 to 1978. He
headed Ontario Hydro, one of North America’s largest power utilities,
was national President and Chairman of the Extension Committee of the World
Alliance of YMCAs, and headed American Water Development Incorporated. He served
as a commissioner of the World Commission on Environment and Development in 1986
and is recognized by the International Union for Conservation of Nature as a leader
in the international environmental movement.
He was President of the Council of the University for Peace from 1998 to 2006.
Today Strong is an active honorary professor at Peking University and Honorary
Chairman of its Environmental Foundation. He is Chairman of the Advisory Board for
the Institute for Research on Security and Sustainability for Northeast Asia.

An Aside

In 2005, during investigations into the U.N.’s Oil-for-Food Programme, evidence procured
by federal investigators and the U.N.-authorized inquiry of Paul Volcker showed that in
1997, while working for Annan, Strong had endorsed a check for $988,885, made out to “Mr.
M. Strong,” issued by a Jordanian bank. It was reported that the check was hand-delivered to
Mr. Strong by a South Korean businessman, Tongsun Park, who in 2006 was convicted in New
York federal court of conspiring to bribe U.N. officials to rig Oil-for-Food in favor of Saddam
Hussein. Mr. Strong was never accused of any wrongdoing. During
the inquiry, Strong stepped down from his U.N. post, stating that he
would “sideline himself until the cloud was removed”. Shortly after
this, Strong moved to an apartment he owned in Beijing. He said that
his departure from the U.N. was motivated not by the Oil-for-Food
investigations. Strong was Mr. Annan’s special adviser on North
Korea.”

Oregon Connection
Randall Franke , Marion County Commissioner was
placed on“Clinton’s” “commission for Sustainability” in
1993. Also, note link between “Salem’s Future” of Past
Salem Mayor Mike Swaim.
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Mutual Association
and patterns
Maurice Strong Continued
His role in leading the UN’s famine relief program in Africa was the first
in a series of UN advisory assignments, including reform and his appointment
as Secretary-General of the UN Conference on Environment and Development
— best known as the Earth Summit held in Rio de Janeiro from 3 June to
14 June 1992. According to Strong, participants at the Rio Conference
adapted sound principles but did not make a commitment to action sufficient
to prevent global environmental tragedy, committing to spend less than
5% of the $125 billion he felt appropriate for environmental projects in
developing nations. He was seconded in that opinion by U.N. Secretary General
Boutros Boutros-Ghali who stated to the delegates, “The current level
of commitment is not comparable to the size and gravity of the problems,”
(Wealth Distribution) After the Earth Summit, Strong continued to take a
leading role in implementing the results of agreements at the Earth Summit
through establishment of the Earth Council, the Earth Charter movement,
his Chairmanship of the World Resources Institute, Membership on the Board
of the International Institute for Sustainable Development, the Stockholm
Environment Institute, The Africa-America Institute, the Institute of Ecology
in Indonesia, the Beijer Institute of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences,
and others. Strong was a longtime Foundation Director of the World Economic
Forum, a Senior Advisor to the President of the World Bank, a Member of the
International Advisory of Toyota Motor Corporation, the Advisory Council for
the Center for International Development of Harvard University, the World
Business Council for Sustainable Development, the World Conservation
Union (IUCN), the World Wildlife Fund, [Resources for the Future], and the
Eisenhower Fellowships. His public service activities were carried out on a pro
bono basis made possible by his business activities, which included Chairman
of the International Advisory Group of CH2M Hill, Strovest Holdings Inc.,
Technology Development Inc., Zenon Environmental Inc., and most recently,
Cosmos International, and the China Carbon Corporation.
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Sustainable Development
Creating Crisis
Reinventing Government and Removing rights

“Sustainable Development” is in most simple terms: “A process”
created with engineered crisis, being elevated through repeated
declarations of pseudo-facts, ( often inaccurate) with a
“pre-ordained solution” designed from the beginning.

The term “Sustainable Development” was first introduced to the
world in the pages of a 1987 report (Our Common Future) produced
by the United Nations World Commission on Environmental and
Development, authored by G. Harlem Brundtland, VP of the World
Socialist Party. The term was first offered as official UN policy in
1992, in a document called UN Sustainable Development “Agenda
21”, issued at the UN’s Earth Summit, today referred to simply as
“Agenda 21”.
“Agenda 21 proposes an array of draconian actions which are
intended to be implemented by EVERY person on EARTH...it calls
for specific changes in the activities of ALL people... Effective
execution of Agenda 21 will REQUIRE a profound reorientation of
ALL humans, unlike anything the world has ever experienced... ”
-Agenda 21: The Earth Summit Strategy to Save Our Planet (Earthpress, 1993). Emphases – RP
“Individual rights will have to take a back seat to the collective.”
words directly from Saint-Simon, Dewey, and those who desire
repression in a quote by MR. Ruvin American Director of ICLEI.
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The Earth Charter &
“the fine print”
Creating a New World Religion

When a city, or county signs onto an ICLEI Application for membership,
or uses the material from the ICLEI program, they have agreed to the
World Religion provisions listed below. These words: Upon receipt of
membership fees and an adopted program resolution, your jurisdiction
will be considered a full ICLEI member. All ICLEI Council members are
governed by the ICLEI Charter. The charter and bylaws are from And
still connected to Agenda 21.
Professor Stephen Rockefeller is chairman of the Rockefeller
Brothers Fund and the Earth Charter International Drafting Committee
along with Mikhail Gorbachev. Through them there has been created an
Ark of Hope, (Designed to replicate the Ark of the Covenant) the Temenos
Books, and masks and visual prayer objects. These were all presented at
the Earth Summit II, The Charter, The Ark, and the Temenos Books. They
were paraded in schools along with Earth Charter materials. Temenos;
Mystic Circle
Gorbachev: My hope is that this charter will be a kind of “Ten
Commandments” “Sermon on the Mount” that provides a guide for human
behavior toward the environment in the next century and beyond.
Canadian billionaire socialist Maurice Strong, who presided over the
1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, is somewhat less tentative. “The
real goal of the Earth Charter,” said Strong, “is that it will in fact
become like the Ten Commandments.”
The Global Biodiversity Assessment Report directed by the United
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) in 1995, calls for urgent action
to reverse the effects of unsustainable human activities.
Included is: Judeo-Christian and Islamic Religions
Land that serves Human needs
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Political Correctness
defined in 1948 or
Telegraphing your plan
Max Forrester Eastman (Jan 4, 1883 – March 25, 1969) Max was an
American writer on literature, philosophy and society, a poet, and
a prominent political activist. For
many years, Eastman was a supporter
of socialism, a leading patron of the
Harlem Renaissance and an activist
for a number of liberal and radical
causes. In later life, however, his
views turned sharply, and he became
an advocate of free market economics
and an anti-Communist.
In the forward of the Book; “The
whole of their lives,” authored by:
“Benjamin Gitlow” former communist,
who later openly left the Communist
Party, and became a proponent of
Constitutional Government, Max
Max Forrester Eastman
Eastman notes this: Our civilization
Former Communist
is in peril. Those consecrating
themselves to Communism must not
only cast out truth, mercy, crime, and self abasement. They must
endorse such maxims as these: “We do not believe in external
principles of morality — Communist morality is identical with the
fight to strengthen the “dictatorship” of the proletariat.” We must
be ready to employ trickery, deceit, lawbreaking, withholding and
concealing truth. “We can and must write — in a language which
sows among the masses hate, revulsion, scorn and the like toward
those of differing opinion.” 1948
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Simulated Reserve and Corridor
System to Protect Biodiversity
As Required by the UN Convention on Biological Diversity, Wildlands
Project, UN and US Man and Biosphere Programs and World Heritage
Program as a Vital Step in Attaining Sustainable Development
This map was used in the United States Senate to stop the ratification of the United Nations
Convention on Biological Diversity
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Fema U.S.Dept.Ag. U.N.Regions
U.N. REgional Division Map

Federal and State Controlled Land
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Simulated Reserve and Corridor
System to Protect Biodiversity
As Mandated by the Convention on Biological Diversity,
The Wildlands Project, and the
UN andReserve
US Man
Biosphere
Program
Simulated
andand
Corridor
System
To Protect Biodiversity

As Mandated by the Convention on Biological Diversity, The Wildlands Project,
and the UN and US Man and Biosphere Program

Core Reserve &
Corridors Little
to no human use

Buffer Zone
highly regulated
use

Core Reserves & Corridors
Little to no human use
Buffer Zones
Highly Regulated Use
Normal Use Zones
of cooperation

Normal use
cooperation zone

County Lines and names
Intermittent/dry Lakes
Indian Reservation

Intermittent dry
lake

Military Reservation
Cities > 10,000 people
Interstate and Other
Divides Highways

Indian
Reservation

Primary Highways
Secondary Highways
Improved Roads
Rivers

Misc. Roads
rivers etc.
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Permanent Snowfields
within Core Reserves

Simulation based on The United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity, Article 8a-o; United Nations Global Biodiversity Assessment Section 13.3.2.2.3; US/UN
Man and the Biosphere Program; UN/Heritage Corridor Program; “The Wildlands Project”, Wild Earth, 1992. See Science, “The High Cost of Biodiversity,” 25 June,
1993, pp1968-1971. The very high percentage of buffer zone is due to the high percentage of federal land in each country. Not: Do not use for real estate purposes.
Copyright 1997. Environmental Perspectives, Inc. (207) 945-9878

Pre-engineered solutions to the
non-crisis by the designers
waiting for the right moment
“We need a new collaborative decision process that leads to better
decisions, more rapid change, and more sensible use of human, natural and
financial resources in achieving our goals.” -Report from the President
Clinton’s 1994 Council on Sustainable Development. (Randal Franke, Marion
Co. was member of this Council)
Authors note: the shift from Individual rights and responsibilities starts
here. Also, a review of the countries signing on to the agreement use the U.N.
as a lever toward the United States. Of the nations involved, many are 3rd &
4th world. A study of the origins of the U.N. Charter, and the writers of the
document will note decided communist language philosophy.
More than 178 nations adopted Agenda 21 as official policy during a signing
ceremony at the Earth Summit. US president George H.W. Bush signed the
document for the US. In signing, each nation pledges to adopt the goals of
Agenda 21. Initially it was soft or passive law. unsigned by the Senate of the
United States. In 1995, President Bill Clinton, in compliance with Agenda
21, signed Executive Order #12858 to create the President’s Council on
Sustainable Development. This little known action in order to “harmonize”
US environmental policy with UN directives as outlined in Agenda 21. The EO
directed all agencies of the Federal Government to work with state and local
community governments in a joint effort to “reinvent” government using the
guidelines outlined in Agenda 21.Who is behind it? (ICLEI was driver of this
policy in United States)
ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability (formally, International
Council for Local Environmental Initiatives). Communities pay ICLEI dues
to provide “local” community plans, software, training, etc. Additionally,
groups include American Planning Council, The Renaissance Planning Group,
International City/ County Management Group, aided by US Mayors Conference,
National Governors Association, National League of Cities, National
Association of County Administrators and many more private organizations and
official government agencies. Foundation and government grants drive the
process.
Authors note: This single step, unseen or heard by citizens, radically
changed the Federal Agencies available actions toward oppression of citizens
of the United States. As well President Obama has written some 113 Executive
orders, many directly threaten citizen safety and Constitutional rights.
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Crisis Claims Stated in
Public by the Designers
of Agenda 21
“We need to get some broad based support, to capture the public’s
imagination... So we have to offer up scary scenarios, make simplified, dramatic
statements and make little mention of any doubts... Each of us has to decide
what the right balance is between “being effective and being honest.”
- Prof. Stephen Schneider, Stanford Professor
of Climatology, lead author of many IPCC reports.
“Humanity is sitting on a time bomb. If the vast majority of the world’s
scientists are right, we have just ten years to avert a major catastrophe
that could send our entire plan- et’s climate system into a tail-spin of epic
destruction involving extreme weather, floods, etc.
- Sustainable Development = Agenda 21
“We need a new paradigm of development in which the environment will be
a priority. World civilization as we know it will soon end. We have very little
time and we must act. If we can address the environmental problem, it will have
to be done within a new system, a new paradigm. We have to change our mindset,
the way humankind views the world.”
- Mikhail Gorbachev, founder of Green Cross International
“We must make this an insecure and inhospitable place for capitalists
and their projects. We must reclaim the roads and plowed land, halt dam
construction, tear down existing dams, free shackled rivers and return to
wilderness millions of acres of presently settled land.”
- David Foreman, co-founder of Earth First!
“My three main goals would be to reduce human population to about 100
million world-wide, destroy the industrial infrastructure and see wilderness,
with it’s full complement of species, returning throughout the world.”
-Dave Foreman, co-founder of Earth First!
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Oregon Leaders Destroy
the Glory of A State
Use of Philanthropic Organizations to
achieve global political and economic structure
started in 1908
In 1973, the Rockefeller foundation, in concert with Oregon State
University and a few politically anti-property rights supporters, in
short, created SB100 evolving into LCDC and a well orchestrated,
behind the scenes crippling of the production capability of the State.
This activity was what Tom McCall had been advocating for some time.
He was assisted by Mark Hatfield and a few other well placed political
members. McCall testified before a Congressional Committee In
Washington that Oregon now had the most restrictive land use policies
in the nation.
Research project was titled:
“Man and his activities as they relate to environmental quality”.
The $ 500,000.00 cost was paid by the Rockefeller Foundation —
bypassing public interaction while providing third party cover.
Rockefeller, a Bilderberg ( Group of Elite World Members advocating
“One World Order ) member, wrote: “Some even believe we are part of
a secret cabal working against the best interests of the United States,
characterizing my family and me as ‘internationalists’ and of conspiring
with others around the world to build a more integrated global
political and economic structure – one world, if you will. If that’s the
charge, I stand guilty, and I am proud of it.”
What does this sordid revelation teach us about the Rockefeller Group,
the Carnegie group with Alger Hiss, and the Institute of Pacific Relations?
That advisors of Roosevelt and the assorted liberals, communists, communist
sympathizers and agents of the Kremlin — The Acheson’s, Lattimore’s, Jessep’s,
and leftist inculcated groups believe European Expansion (while Decaying)
is wicked and must be opposed, while Soviet expansion and imperialism is
commendable. Not only is Soviet Imperialism commendable, it must be advanced
by every means, including war, no matter the cost to the United States. The
benevolent United States is to in fact fund it’s own demise.
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Packaging the Crisis for
Public Acceptance
Environmental Protection — Public Statement
The Preamble of the United Nations Earth Charter states:
... we are one human family and one Earth community with a common destiny. We
must join together to bring forth a sustainable global society founded on respect
for nature.... Towards this end, it is imperative that we, the peoples of Earth,
declare our responsibility to one another, to the greater community of life, and
to future generations.
The Rockefeller-Gorbachev Earth Charter effort is already fast at work on
that score. Their website declares: The Earth Charter values and principles must
be taught, contemplated, applied and internalized.
To this end, the Earth Charter needs to be incorporated into both formal
and non- formal education. This process must involve various communities,
(Sciences), continue to integrate the Charter into the curriculum of schools and
universities, and constitute an ongoing process of life-long learning.
Oregon Connection
Oregon Citizens had no voice as The Governor Installed “Agenda 21” or
“Sustainable Development” through Executive Order. In order to incorporate
Agenda 21 into both formal and non-formal education per Agenda 21 Earth Charter
Oregon Governor Kitzhaber instituted UNESCO ( United Nations Education,
Scientific and Cultural Organization ) education k-12 in Oregon. The program is
entitled “Education for Sustainability” . The United States withdrew from UNESCO
in 1985 when Former Communist Intelligence agent Ladislav Bittman noted that
UNESCO had become an aggressive political institution, educating third world
countries to take stands against western standpoints and proposals. Year 2003 saw
re-established U.S. engagement. There were no reforms that removed the communist
bias, wordsmithing was extensive.
You must see if UNESCO education is being mandated
in your schools, in your state.
Environmental Protection — Private Statements
“Christianity is our foe. If animal rights is to succeed, we must destroy the
Judea- Christian Religious tradition.” - Peter Singer, founder of Animal Rights
“Nature is my god. To me, nature is sacred; trees are my temples and forests are
my cathedrals.” - Mikhail Gorbachev, Green Cross International
“I pledge allegiance to the Earth and all its sacred parts. Its water, land and
living things and all its human hearts.” - Global Education Associates, The Earth
Pledge
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Driving The Crisis —

Agenda 21 Claims stated and restated by the
designers and propagandists for false crisis.
Deceit
“No matter if the science of global warming is all phony... climate change
provides the greatest opportunity to bring about justice and equality in the
world.”- Christine Stewart, former Canadian Minister of the Environment
“The data doesn’t matter. We’re not basing our recommendations on the data.
We’re basing them on the climate models” Prof. - Chris Folland, Hadley Centre
for Climate Prediction and Research
“Global Sustainability requires the deliberate quest of poverty, reduced
resource consumption and set levels of mortality control.” (Read Eugenics)
- Professor Maurice King
“the resultant ideal sustainable population is hence more than 500 million
but less than one billion.” - Club of Rome, Goals for Mankind
“Current lifestyles and consumption patterns of the affluent middle class
- involving high meat intake, use of fossil fuels, appliances, air-conditioning,
and suburban housing - are not sustainable.” - Maurice Strong, Rio Earth
Summit
“The common enemy of humanity is man. In searching for a new enemy to unite
us, we came up with the idea that pollution, the threat of global warming,
water shortages, famine and the like would fit the bill. All these dangers are
caused by human intervention, and it is only through changed attitudes and
behavior that they can be overcome. The real enemy then, is humanity itself.”
- Club of Rome, premier environmental think-tank, consultants to the United
Nations.
“The earth is not dead matter. She is alive. Now begin to speak to the earth
as you walk. You can speak out loud, or just talk to her in your mind. Send
your love into her with your exhalation. Feel your heart touching upon the
heart of the planet. Say to her whatever words come to you: Mother Earth, I
love you. Mother Earth, I bless you. May you be healed. May all your creatures
be happy. Peace to you, Mother Earth. On behalf of the human race, I ask
forgiveness for having injured you. Forgive us, Mother Earth”- US Student
Textbook, “Prayer to the Earth”
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Economy —

Agenda 21 Designers Public Statements
Social Equity (Social Justice)
“Social justice” is described as the right and opportunity of all
people “to benefit equally from the resources afforded us by society
and the environment.” Redistribution of wealth. Private property is a
social injustice since not everyone can build wealth from it. National
sovereignty is a social injustice. Universal health care is a social
justice. All part of Agenda 21 policy.
Economic Prosperity
Public Private Partnerships (PPP). Special dealings between
government and certain, chosen corporations which get tax breaks,
grants and the government’s power of Eminent Domain to implement
sustainable policy. Government-sanctioned monopolies.
Private Property Ownership
“Land...cannot be treated as an ordinary asset, controlled by
individuals and subject to the pressures and inefficiencies of the
market. Private land ownership is also a principle instrument of
accumulation and concentration of wealth, therefore contributes to
social justice.” -From the report of the 1976 UN’s Habitat I Conference.
“Private land use decisions are often driven by strong economic
incentives that result in several ecological and aesthetic
consequences...The key to overcoming it is through public policy...”
-Report/ The President’s Council on Sustainable Development, page 112
“Current lifestyles and consumption patterns of the affluent middle
class – involving high meat intake, use of fossil fuels, appliances, home
and work air conditioning, and suburban housing are not sustainable.”
-Maurice Strong, Secretary General of the UN’s Earth Summit, 1992.
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Economy —

Agenda 21 Designers Private Statements
We support the shift of our economic focus from translational
corporate “fusionism” to regional subsistence. Subsistence economy
focuses on a “natural” way of living. This is not “back to stone age”.
It rather means a spiral, wavelike progress out of the life-destroying
habits of today’s so-called civilization and accepting and welcoming the
complexity of life.
We support the development of sustainable, decentralized, that is
local, high-tech production, combined with local use of local resources.
and the redesign of our monetary system according to a fourfold
model: 1) economy of gifting (a basic matriarchal feature), 2) countertrade (barter) economy, 3) complementary local monetary systems for
regional trade, and 4) unified currency (for example called “terra”) for
interregional and global trade. In our eyes compound interest has to be
abolished. Also the concept of “owning” land must be reconsidered.”
http://www.worldshiftnetwork.org/action/subsistence.html
“The only hope for the world is to make sure there is not another
United States. We can’t let other countries have the same number
of cars, the amount of industrialization, we have in the US. We have
to stop these Third World countries right where they are - Michael
Oppenheimer, Environmental Defense Fund
“A massive campaign must be launched to de-develop the United States.
De- development means bringing our economic system into line with the
realities of ecology and the world resource ‘situation.’” - Paul Ehrlich,
Professor of Population Studies
If we don’t overthrow capitalism, we don’t have a chance of saving the
world ecologically. I think it is possible to have an ecologically sound
society under socialism. I don’t think it is possible under capitalism”
- Judi Bari, principal organizer of Earth First!
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Social Equity —

social equity is Language speak
for collectivism and the
repression of society /
Redistribution and Eugenics
Author’s Note: This is marxism, cloaked in benign speech, as all
economic funds Constitutionally come from the citizen through
taxes. Our founders came from persecution of many kinds. The period
under President Wilson saw Philanthropic Foundations entrance into
the political process. Communist infiltration of many of the groups
such as “Institute For pacific relations” (insured Chi-com China) and
“The Rockefeller Foundation” (LCDC) circumvent the public, and in
Rockefeller Foundation case admit to the overt manipulation of local,
state and federal governance.
Steven Rockefeller was partner in the religious portion of the Earth
Charter. Intent is to remove Religion as we know it, replaced by Paganism
of the Environment over time.

“The goal now is a socialist, redistributionist society, which is
nature’s proper steward and society’s only hope.”
- David Brower, founder of Friends of the Earth
“Regionalism must precede globalism. We foresee a seamless system of
governance from local communities, individual states, regional unions
and up through to the United Nations itself.”
- UN Commission on Global Governance
Childbearing should be a punishable crime against society, unless
the parents hold a government license. All potential parents should
be required to use contraceptive chemicals, the government issuing
antidotes to citizens chosen for childbearing.”
- David Brower, first Executive Director of the Sierra Club
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“The Global Biodiversity Assessment
Report” directed by the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) in 1995,
calls for urgent action to reverse the
effects of unsustainable human activities
on global biodiversity, including
but not limited to the following:
pgs. 337 to 351 Ski Runs; Grazing of Livestock: cows, sheep, goats,
horses; Disturbance of the Soil Surface; Large hoofed animals,
compaction of soil, reducing filtration Fencing of Pastures or Paddocks
pgs. 728 to 783 Agriculture; Modern Farm Production Systems;
Chemical Fertilizers; Herbicides; Building Materials; Fossil Fuels —
Used for driving various kinds of machines; Synthetic drugs; Industrial
Activities; Human-Made caves of brick and motor, concert and steel;
Paved and Tarred roads, highways, rails; Railroads; Floor and Wall
Tiles; Aquaculture; Technology Improvements; Farmlands, Rangelands;
Pastures, Rangelands; Pastures; Fish Ponds; Plantations; Modern
Hunting; Harvesting of Timber; Logging Activities; dams, Reservoirs,
Straightening Rivers; Power Line Construction; Economic systems that
fail to set a proper value on the environment?; Inappropriate Social
Structures; Weaknesses in Legal and Institutional Systems; Modern
Attitudes toward nature; Judaeo-Christian-Islamic religious; Private
Property; Population Growth — Human Population Density; Consumerism;
Fragmentation of Habitat — cemeteries, derelict lands, rubbish tips,
etc.; Sewers, Drain Systems, Pipelines; Land use that serves human needs.
pgs. 969 to 990 Fisheries; Golf Courses; Scuba Diving; Fragmentation —
Agricultural development, Forestry Urbanization (impervious surfaces)
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We are being manipulated by a small group
of people. Their goal is to manufacture and
orchestrate events that will cause untold
levels of pain and suffering for all of us.
Finally we will eagerly and willingly trade
our freedoms and liberty by agreeing to
systemic changes designed to Enslave humanity.
• Step One - Define the Goal, and Set the Stage. PRIVATE BEHIND THE SCENES/
WIZARD OF OZ
• Step Two - Manufacture Crisis, get Everyone’s Attention, Frame “ the
National / Global Conversation
• Step Three - Bring in the People Who Engineered the Crisis to “Solve it”.
Incur Unsustainable Debt Obligations and Empty Treasuries of Every
Country Trying to do it.
• Step Four - Collapse the Global Economy. Make it as Bad as Long as it has to
be to Gain Compliance.
• Step Five - Welcome to the New World Order. PRIVATE UNTIL REVOLUTION
OCCURS
The global economy will be run by a World Central Agency. (think of
a dictatorship over everyone) and run on a regional basis by the existing
central banks. the European Central Bank ...the African Central Bank on
down through the other unions like a great big pyramid that will control all
global finance and with it every man woman and child in it. Over the course
of the last several decades, the same groups of “manipulators” have crashed
currencies, toppled dictators and have been the cause of wholesale suffering
and death as they slowly and methodically took over the currencies and
established their central banks across the globe. Their grip on this country
is so great that they regularly use our military might to fight their wars and
invade the targeted countries for them. Lately we have used the US Military
to eliminate countries who controlled their own currencies and/or contained
Islamic financial centers. Very few of those countries and currencies still
remain ...Syria and Iran happen to be two of the last major countries left with
Iran being home for 3 of the top 5 Islamic financial centers in the middle east.
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Harry Lloyd Hopkins

Alger Hiss

Vyacheslav Molotov

Harry Dexter White

Benjamin Gitlow

Earl Browder

George Catlett Marshall

William Z. Foster

This Small group of men have done
devastating damage to the United States, and
world humanity by using the words Max Eastman
wrote in their actions against American
sovereign government.
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“Alger Hiss Day” — Reminder of United Nations beginning
in the year 1945
October 24 is United Nations Day, or as ( Jewish Agnostic ) Barbara Marx
Hubbard calls it, “Global Oneness Day.” It has also been labeled “Alger Hiss
Day,” in recognition of the Soviet spy and State Department official who played
a major role in founding the world body. Don’t expect the major media to
remind us of that fact.
One of the best sources of information on the role of Alger Hiss in the U.N.
is the important new book, Alger Hiss: Why He Chose Treason, by Christina
Shelton. The Shelton book notes, “Following Yalta, preparation for the
establishment of the United Nations was Hiss’s primary mission.” Hiss was
appointed acting secretary-general of the U.N. founding conference and was
involved in staffing the U.N. by selecting people for employment in the world
body. “About fifty showed up as permanent employees and a couple of hundred
in part-time assignments,” Shelton says of Hiss’s efforts.
Ironically, while the U.S. State Department ignores Hiss’s role, the U.N.
itself published a report about its founding that relied upon the observations
of Hiss (without of course noting his role as a Soviet agent). A “FOIA”
request for documents took several years to bear fruit. 215 pages of material
studiously covered up his role, during the 60th anniversary of the World
Body.
the documents include several drafts of the report, “The United States
and the Founding of the United Nations, August 1941 – October 1945,” which
examines minor controversies over mostly trivial matters. The material
constitutes an indictment of the State Department and failure to acknowledge,
let alone explain, how a communist assumed a major position of authority and
power in the State Department and then used that influence to create a world
organization that has been exploited for anti-American purposes ever since.
Although Hiss’s role in founding the U.N. is not mentioned by the major
media when writing or airing contemporary stories about the world body, the
facts do sometimes get noticed. When Hiss died in 1996, The New York Times
noted, “By the time the charge [of being a Soviet spy] surfaced in the late
1940’s, Mr. Hiss had accompanied President Franklin D. Roosevelt to the Yalta
Conference, played an important role in the founding of the United Nations
and left the Government to become president of Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace.”
Notes from: Cliff Kinkaid’s article “Alger Hiss Day” A reminder of U.N.’s anti-Americanism
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Augury from the past
Augury defined:
Forewarning, sign, portent, omen,
promise (of things to come)
“A nation can survive its fools, and even the ambitious. But it cannot
survive treason from within. An enemy at the gates is less formidable,
for he is known and carries his banner openly. But the traitor moves
amongst those within the gate freely, his sly whispers rustling through
all the alleys, heard in the very halls of government itself. For the
traitor appears not a traitor; he speaks in accents familiar to his victims,
and he wears their face and their arguments, he appeals to the baseness
that lies deep in the hearts of all men. He rots the soul of a nation, he
works secretly and unknown in the night to undermine the pillars of
the city, he infects the body politic so that it can no longer resist. A
murderer is less to fear. The traitor is the plague.” — Cicero - 106bc 43bc

We must now face the harsh truth that the objectives of communism
are being steadily advanced because many of us do not recognize the
means used to advance them. The individual is handicapped by coming face
to face with a conspiracy so monstrous he cannot believe it exists. The
American mind simply has not come to a realization of the evil which has
been introduced into our midst.” —J. Edgar Hoover August 1956, Elks
Magazine
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the battle to protect the
Constitutional rights of men, women
and children in america is not over.
The fight has been on for over
100 years.
“Agenda 21”, in all of it’s many
manifestations is simply the latest
attempt to maneuver and set the
blocks of collectivism, and
totalitarianism. A long sought goal,
achieving destruction of the united
states as a viable leader on the
world stage.
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As to the “ICLEI” portion of this attack on America, the list of Cities and Counties in
the United States that have disengaged from “ICLEI,” Driver of “Agenda 21” is growing
by the day as citizens become aware and take positive steps to force removal.
In almost every case, citizens and informed groups defeated the “ICLEI” propaganda
and deceit campaign when it was exposed. Find someone in a city near you and gather
the information and tools you need. The list below is not nearly a complete list,
there are hundreds. Most groups have web sites.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carroll County MD
Amador County CA
Edmond OK
Las Cruces NM
Montgomery County PA
Spartanburg County SC
Albemarle County, VA
Carver, MA
Georgetown, TX
Pinellas County, FL (NOW CONFIRMED!)
Garland, TX had renounced ICLEI earlier
this year!

Thanks for the reminder!
• NOW Plantation, FL!
• Sarasota County, FL, too!
• James City County, VA!
• Oklahoma City, OK!
• Sequim, WA!
• Clallam County, WA! (There are now NO
communities in the county who are members of ICLEI!)

UPDATE – 12/21/11!
• Reading MA (Yes Massachusetts!)
• Washougal, WA (December 2010 – ahead of
its time actually! See this blog entry!)
• Somerset County, NJ
• Monmouth County, NJ
WHO IS NEXT?
• College Station TX! (March 2012!)
• Temecula CA!
• Vista CA!
• Irving TX!
• Waltham (MA)
• Chatham County (NC)
• Westchester County NY (Thanks to Talk
of the Sound!)
• Rochester MN! As of Sept 10, 2012! RAH!
• St Lawrence County NY! (Thanks to Hal
Shurtleff for report and a local activist
in his work!)
• Spokane, WA! RAH!
I was told today (10/25/12) by Hal Shurtleff
that Belfast, Maine left ICLEI, too!

The author: Through the written material on these pages, often by the actors
themselves, and Congressional committee activities, it is apparent that at least three
Communist cells were operating in the United States Government, from as early as
1917. Also apparent is the intellectual denial of the Department of State,
(which continues to this day) to the voluminous records and facts brought forth in
the attempts to remove the ongoing undermining of United States policy. The State
Department (some members) are complicit to this day.
Much like a casino or gambling house, the invention of the United Nations and the
continuing manipulations of the (House) have led to a bleeding of United States
citizens treasure, and good will, in a cynical, intentional feeding of the Socialist/
Communist movement around the world. The Agenda 21 program, UNESCO, and many
many false programs threaten the very fiber of the individual, and our way of life. I
reiterate again, we must win the battle and carry the fight, each in our own way, to
the halls of our towns, counties, States and beyond. Get involved. The world actually
does need us. We are from about the world, gathered to do good works, and have done
so since the founding.
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Attributions & Sources
For my children: Brian, Kati, and Megan and grandchildren who trust us to
provide a future for them to learn, thrive and pass on May God have mercy on us.
The state of Oregon has been in the throes of this United Nations assault
for many years. his assault here in Oregon has been from the past, by prior
Governors, U.S. Senators and City, County and others too numerous to count.
Continuing today through our League of Oregon Cities, activists in the
planning departments etc. An example noted here is — Past Salem Mayor Mike
Swaim, used “Brundtland Report” methodology, renamed it “Salem’s Future”
and proceeded to use staff to implement the program. With the League of
Oregon Cities materials, created by: The Hatfield School of Government as a
cover, the process continues to this day, even though Mike Swaim was voted out
of office. Throughout this material Oregon will serve as the (local example) to
solidify the skeptic mind that it is in fact happening.
• The Haunted Wood: Allen Weinstein and Alexander
Vassiliev
• The Whole of Their Lives: Benjamin Gitlow
• The China Story: Freda Utley
• The Vernona Secrets: Romerstein and Breindel
• The Black Book of Communism: Courtous, Werth, Penne
• The Mitrokhin Archive: Andrew and Vasili Mitrokhin
• Seeds Of Treason: Ralph de Toledano
• Global Tyranny — Step by Step: William Jasper
• The Fearful Master: G. Edward Griffin
• Preliminary Draft of a World Constitution: Hutchins,
Borgese, Adler, Barr, Guerard, Innis, Kahler, Katz,
McIlwain, Redfield, Tugwell
• The Earth Charter: United Nations
• United Nations Global Biodiversity Assessment Report:
1995 charged by United Nations
• Environmental Programme ( UNEP )
• ICLEI Membership application — Clackamas County,
Oregon
• ICLEI Charter and requirements — Clackamas County,
Oregon
• Rockefeller — Regionalism and the Shadow Behind
Oregon’s LCDC/ Spenner
• The Great Deceit: Dobbs R.D. , Roosevelt H’17, Harlow
H’25
• None Dare Call it Treason: John R. Stormer
• American Policy Center: Tom Deweese
• Barack Obama and the enemies within: Trevor Loudon
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•

•

•

KeyWiki.Org
Ecology as Politics: Andre Gorz
The Faces of Janus: A. James Gregor
Pacific Freedom Foundation
(pacificfreedomfoundation.org)
3960 Howard Hughes
Las Vegas, NV 89169
Freedom Advocates
PO Box 330
Freedom, CA 95019
Survey of: American Foreign Relations 1929
Published for the Council on Foreign Relations
Yale University Press
The Green_Agenda.com
Reflections on The Failure of Socialism: Max Eastman
Hearings on Activities of United State Citizens employed
by the United Nations: US Gov. Printing
Victory and After: Earl Browder
Global BioDiversity Assessment Report: United Nation
Environmental Program
U.N. Exposed: John Birch Society, by William Jasper
G.Edward Griffin: Norman Dodd interview. Through John
Birch Society, also available on YouTube as Norman Dodd
interview — 56 minutes — invaluable
Manual of The Constitution of the United States: by Israel
Ward Andrews, D.D. L.L.D. American Book Company
— 1887 Antwerp, Bragg & Co.
Wikipedia.Org

